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Internet Removals discusses free speech

on the internet and how it tackles the

removal of potentially illegal content.

GOLD COAST, QUEENSLAND,

AUSTRALIA, October 16, 2017

/EINPresswire.com/ -- WE ARE OFTEN

ASKED, BY CLIENTS AND COLLEAGUES,

ABOUT OUR POSITION ON FREEDOM

OF SPEECH AND WHETHER WE SUPPORT THE FOLLOWING ISSUES:

1. Removing Content from the Internet

2. Further legislative reform to the Uniform Defamation Laws

Our answer follows.

Freedom of Speech is and should be the right of everyone, especially those who consume

products and services. The problem is in determining the point at which we draw a line in the

sand that says “This isn’t free speech, this is defamatory and damaging to someone’s

livelihood”.

In today’s technologically driven [or ruled] society, the power of Free Speech is often abused by

those who are aggrieved or believe they are aggrieved. Emotion is most frequently the fuel that

powers consumers to speak out, which can often obscure and distort the truth of the matter.

Consumers now have more power than ever, with thousands of dedicated review sites, forum

threads, Social Media platforms and free blogging portals; all of which are free to join and simple

to use. These sites are often designed to lure consumers for insights into their behavioural

patterns, likes/dislikes and reviews for revenue purposes.

Our position on consumer feedback and reviews is that truth MUST be present. Truth in a review

can often illuminate issues of inefficiency and poor customer service protocols within the

business subject to review. Thus, truthful reviews can in turn increase business effectiveness,

competitiveness and economic position – IF the issue at hand is treated within the business.

In the absence of truth, Internet Removals believes that the removal of such content is a justified

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://internetremovals.com.au/


and moral act. False reviews are often the major cause of insolvent SME’s and can cause

significant financial damage. Statistics reflect that 88% of Consumers trust online reviews as if

they were a recommendation from friends or family.

In regards to legislative reform to the Uniform Defamation Laws, we cannot directly comment on

the legislation itself. We can, however, express our opinion that while Australia’s Defamation

Laws are more protective than most other countries, there is a long way to go in catching up to

Online Defamation and the realm of legislating internet use.

Ultimately, while we cannot stop free expression, we can offer the following piece of advice. Act

as if you were a small business owner, reviewing your own business. Act according to the impact

your review would carry and consider the damage, personally and financially, your review could

cause.

At Internet Removals, we encourage Freedom of TRUTHFUL Speech. We condemn false

allegations, cyberstalking, internet defamation, business sabotage, online harassment and abuse

of journalistic power.

As Theodore Roosevelt said, “I believe in a strong executive; I believe in power, but I believe that

responsibility should go with power”.

Posted by Internet Removals, Gold Coast, 1300 039 196. 
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/409901305

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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